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From around the world …



And from Main Street, America …



“Small business owners are enthusiastic about the 
economy and have demonstrated their optimism by 
raising wages, creating new jobs, and investing in their
businesses throughout 2018.

“Overall, small business owners have shown a historic
trend in optimism for their businesses and the
economy and continue to be the driving force behind 
economic growth.”

Small Business is Carrying the Day

Juanita Duggan
NFIB President and CEO



What’s the difference between a small and large 
business?

How many small businesses are there in Idaho?

What is NFIB?

What is NFIB’s Small Business Optimism Index?

What is fueling the historically high levels of 
optimism among small business owners?



Small businesses are NOT smaller versions 
of big businesses
1. Small businesses pay more per employee in regulatory compliance
Small businesses (50 employees or less) face an annual regulatory cost of $11,724 per 
employee, which is 30 percent higher than the regulatory cost facing large firms 
(defined as firms with 100 or more employees.

2. Small businesses pay three times as much to comply with taxes
“With respect to tax compliance, the cost per employee is three times higher in small 
firms than in large firms.” –Nicole V. Crain, W. Mark Crain in study for the U.S. Small 
Business Administration.

3. Personal – not corporate – tax rates are more important to small firms
Eighty-five (85) percent of small employers, defined as having more than $100,000 in 
annual gross receipts, but less than $50 million, are structured as pass-through entities 
(S corporations, limited liability companies, sole proprietorships or partnerships) that 
pay taxes on their business income at the individual rate. Most small businesses do not 
pay the corporate tax.

4. Small business health insurance is more expensive than big business
Small business health insurance must cover abundant state-benefit mandates and a 
federal list of mandated benefits known as the Essential Health Benefits package.



Number of employing businesses by 
employment size of business







What is NFIB?

 The Voice of Small Business for 75 years

 A nonprofit, nonpartisan association, NFIB’s mission is to
promote and protect the right of its members to own, 
operate, and grow their businesses.

 With advocates in Washington, D.C., and all 50 state capitals, NFIB 
members determine its policies through routine polling on state and 
federal issues.

 Every NFIB member has an equal say in the policy positions NFIB takes—
regardless of the amount of dues paid.





What is NFIB’s Small Business Optimism Index?
 For 45 years, NFIB’s Index of Small Business Optimism has been one of the nation’s 

bellwether economic barometers, used by the Federal Reserve, congressional leaders, 
presidential administrations, state legislatures and governors.

 10 components of the Small Business Economic Trends (SBET) report make up the 
Small Business Optimism Index.

 Because small business owners are more sensitive in the short  term to economic 
changes than are the bureaucracies of larger firms, the SBET’s primary value is 
anticipating  short-run fluctuations in economic activity.

 An additional value of the SBET is its measurement of small business activities and 
concerns over time. The benefit of a longitudinal data set offers an invaluable 
perspective on how policies and business cycles impact small businesses over time. 

 The SBET is one of the few archival data sets on small business, particularly when 
research questions address business operations rather than opinions.  Today, it’s the 
largest, longest-running data set on small business economic conditions available.

 The report is released on the second Tuesday of every month.





The 10 Components

-- From the September 2018, 45-year high Optimism Index



December 2018 Small Business Optimism Index







What is fueling the historically high levels of 
optimism among small business owners?

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
More than half (55 percent) of small say that the creation of 
Section 199A, allowing for up to a 20 percent small business
income tax deduction, is “very important” with another 
29 percent “somewhat important.”

-- Small Business Introduction to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Part 1, May 2018 

1.
2.



Small Business Centerpiece of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act



And, the results …



2019 Small Business Outlook

“The labor force is not growing quickly enough to satisfy
the current demand for workers. A successful hire in this 
market will likely create a job vacancy elsewhere because
of the tight labor market. The unemployment rate will 
likely go lower since the labor demand is still more than
the increases in labor supply.”

William Dunkelberg
NFIB Chief Economist



Results: Yes 91% No 4% Undecided 5%

Results: Yes 12% No 79% Undecided 9%

Top 2019 State and Federal Issues
From the only association that bases its lobbying positions solely on what
its members tell it, through regular balloting, are important to them.





Overall
Rank

Corporate
Tax

Rank

Individual
Income Tax 

Rank

Sales
Tax

Rank

Property
Tax

Rank

Unemployment
Insurance Tax

Rank

Idaho 21 (20) 26 (25) 23 (23) 26 (26) 4 (3) 48 (46)
Montana 5 12 22 3 10 21
Nevada 9 33 5 40 8 45
Oregon 7 30 36 4 17 37
Utah 8 5 10 16 3 16
Washington 20 44 6 49 25 19
Wyoming 1 1 1 6 38 36

Note: A rank of 1 is best, 50 is worst. Rankings do not average to the total.
States without a tax rank equally as 1. DC’s score and rank do not affect other
states. The report shows tax systems as of July 1, 2018 (the beginning of Fiscal Year 2019).





NFIB Resources

Issued first Thursday
of every month

Issued second Tuesday
of every month



www.nfib.com

www.nfib.com/foundations/research-center

www.411sbfacts.com

Quadrennial report
ranking the 75 issues
of concern to small 
business. Latest: 2016. 
Next: 2020

Occasional surveys
on a specific small
business issue

Background papers 
for Congressional
testimony and for
member information



Thank You
The small-business owners of
Idaho and their representative
association, NFIB, thank the
members of the Economic
Outlook and Revenue
Assessment Committee for
giving Main Street, mom-and-pop
enterprises the opportunity to
have their voices heard.
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